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COMPETENCY
Competency expected to develop after mastering
the lecture materials are the ability
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

to explain basic data management concepts
to describe database models and characteristics
to explain the different types of database management
systems and their design and use by individuals and
organizations
to describe how organizations use database systems to
perform routine processing, provide information and decision
support, and how they use data warehouses, marts, and
mining
to explain additional database systems, including distributed
systems and Web-based systems
to describe the role of the database administrator (DBA) and
database policies and security practices

INTRODUCTION
1. THE IMPORTANCE OF A DATABASE



The management of information (resources) easy to
use is crucial.
The importance of database as a management
strategy of information are, among others, related to
1.
2.

3.
4.

Compactness. There is no need for the old paper files
that has a big size.
Speed. The computer can restore the stored Data
Base and upgrading it very fast than the normal human
manual hand can do.
Less drudgery. The computer do every thing for you.
Currency. The more specific you can have when you
asking for a Data Base information.
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2. BASIC DATA MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS
 General Aspects


Database




Database management system (DBMS)




Software used to access database

Database system




A collection of data organized to meet users’ needs

Comprised of database, DBMS, and application programs

Some functions of a DBMS



Store important data such as phone numbers,
addresses, text, images, audio signals
Perform routine tasks such as preparing income tax
forms or produce paychecks for employees



Make better decisions by using information gathered
from databases and creating reports



Protect data
from attacks and
unauthorized
access
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Data Management for Individuals
and Organizations
Individuals use databases to






Develop monthly budgets
Store phone numbers and addresses
Keep track of important dates
Keep track of valuables for possible insurance claim
Get information about organizations such as hospitals

Without data and the ability to process it, organizations would
not be able to complete most activities successfully
 Generate reports to help achieve goals
 Pay employees
 Bills
 Inventory
 Scientific research

DEFINITION
1.

A database is
a

collection of information organized into
interrelated tables of data and specifications of
data objects.
 a structured collection of records or data that
is stored in a computer system
 The

structure is achieved by organizing the data
according to a database model.
 The model in most common use today is the
relational model.
 Other models such as the hierarchical model and
the network model use a more explicit
representation of relationships.
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Data refers to
information or facts usually collected as the result of
experience, observation or experiment, or processes
within a computer system, or premises.



Data may consist of
numbers, words, or images, particularly as
measurements or observations of a set of variables.
Data are often viewed as a lowest level of abstraction
from which information and knowledge are derived.



A database model is
the structure or format of a database, described in a
formal language supported by the database
management system. Data base models or schemas
are generally stored in a data dictionary.

2. Hierarchy of Data
The hierarchy of data represents the idea that



characters are combined to make a field,
fields are combined to make a record,
records are combined to make a file, and
the files are combined to make a data base

1.

Field





Name, number, or combination of characters that
describes some aspect of an object



2.

Record
Collection of related fields



3.

File or table
Collection of related records



4.

Database


Collection of integrated and related files or tables
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Record

Field
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3. Data Entities, Attributes, and Keys
1.

Entity


2.

Generalized class of people, places, or things for
which data is collected, stored, and maintained

Attribute


Characteristic of an entity



3.

For example, employee number or last name
The specific value of an attribute is called a data item

Key



Field in a record used to identify the record
Primary key


Uniquely identifies the record
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ATTRIBUTES AND KEYS
The attributes in this entity include employee number, last name, first
name, hire date, and department number. Employee number is the
primary key in this entity because it uniquely identifies each
employee

DATABASE


A Database looks like a spreadsheet (Table,
Columns, Rows, Cells), but is actually much
more powerful than a spreadsheet in the way
you’re able to manipulate data.



The following actions easily performed on a
database, but difficult if not impossible to
perform on a spreadsheet:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Retrieve all records that match certain criteria
Update records in bulk
Cross-reference records in different tables
Perform complex aggregate calculations
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1. General Description
1.
2.
3.

A collection of information stored in an
organised form in a computer
An organised collection of related sets of data
that can be accessed by more than one user
Can be simply searched to reveal those that
relate to a particular information need

2. Database Categories


Database management systems (or DBMSs)
can be divided into two categories
 Desktop databases
 Server databases

 Desktop

databases

Desktop databases offer an inexpensive, simple solution
to many less complex data storage and manipulation
requirements. These are designed to run on “desktop” (or
personal) computers. The database products include
Microsoft Access, FoxPro, FileMaker Pro, Paradox and
Lotus
 Server

databases

Server database offer organizations the ability to manage
large amounts of data efficiently and in a manner that
enables many users to access and update the data
simultaneously. A server-based database can provide a
comprehensive data management solution such as
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle and IBM DB2,
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3.

Database Models


A database model is a theory or specification
describing how a database is structured and used.
 Flat model: This may not strictly qualify as a data
model. The flat (or table) model consists of a
single, two-dimensional array of data elements,
where all members of a given column are assumed
to be similar values, and all members of a row are
assumed to be related to one another.
 Hierarchical model: In this model data is organized
into a tree-like structure, implying a single upward
link in each record to describe the nesting, and a
sort field to keep the records in a particular order in
each same-level list.

Flat (Table) model
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Hierarchical model



Relational model: is a database model based on firstorder predicate logic. Its core idea is to describe a
database as a collection of predicates over a finite set of
predicate variables, describing constraints on the
possible values and combinations of values.
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Network model: This model organizes data using two
fundamental constructs, called records and sets.
Records contain fields, and sets define one-to-many
relationships between records: one owner, many
members.


For example (University): SUBJECT has two owners,
TEACHER and COURSE. TEACHER is the owner of the
TEACHER_SUBJECT set and COURSE is the owner of the
COURSE_SUBJECT set.
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4. Type of Database Models


Conceptual Model
 Focuses

on the logical nature of the data
representation
 Concerned with what is represented in the
database rather than with how it is represented
 (example Entity-Relationship model)


Implementation Model
 Emphasizes

on how the data is represented in the
database or how the data structures are
implemented to represent what is modelled
 (example Relational or Object-oriented model)

5. Relational Model
Relational DBMS are so called because the data
that they can manipulate are stored as
“relations”; these relations are in the form of data
tables in which the information is stored in rows
and columns
• The relational model is
entity-based
• A relation is a set of
tuples
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“Relations”



Relations are represented as tables in which rows
represent “tuples” and columns represent attributes
A relation may be described by its name and the
related attributes, e.g.




Features of Relational DBMS








Employee_info (Emp_No, Emp_Name, Age, Start_Date,
Address, ....)

2-D tables (rows and columns representing
records/tuples and fields/attributes)
Dynamic links among entities
Easy and flexible to design and use
Data independence
Generic manipulation language – Structured Query
language (SQL)

Widely used RDBMS
Microsoft Access (is it a DBMS?)
 Microsoft SQL Server
 IBM’s DB2
 Oracle
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Oracle RDBMS

SQL in Oracle

Excel as Database




Excel is a perfect tool to build database for small
businesses and average users
Excel is the cheapest and the simplest database
program
However there are two limits to using Excel as a
database
-

-

The first one is that only one person at a time can
enter data into the database.
The second limit is a matter of quantity of data. Each
sheet in an Excel workbook comprises 1,048,576 rows
and 16,364 columns in Excel 2010 and 2013.
An Excel workbook can comprise up to 256 sheet. We
are talking about 4,292,608,000 cells.
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As a general rule of thumb, databases should be
used for data storage and spreadsheets should
be used to analyze data
Database tables, just like Excel tables, consist of
columns and rows.



Each column contains a different type of attribute and
each row corresponds to a single record.
For example, a database table that contained





Names
Telephone numbers

Columns are named probably




“FirstName”,
“LastName” and
“Telephone Number.”

GO TO EXERCISES


EXERCISE 1: DATA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Entering the Data - How data is stored
Entering Data Correctly - How to avoid common
errors
Rows are Records - Organizing your data
Columns are Fields- Organizing your data (con't)
Creating the Table - Create the database (Format as
Table option)
Using the Database Tools - Sorting and filtering
data (Drop down arrow, Sort A to Z )
Expanding the Database - Adding new records (Use
small dot in the bottom right)
Completing the Database Formatting - Formatting
the title and cell color
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EXERCISE 2: THE USE OF DATABASE
FUNCTIONS




DCOUNT(database,field,criteria)
Simple data
More complex data
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